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All of us on the production team send heart felt thanks to Sharon Morgan,
Taylor Richardson, Marc Dolan, and of course Kelly Allison!
You struck the chains from our wrists and set us free!

THEATRE UAB
NINTH ANNUAL
FESTIVAL of
TEN-MINUTE PLAYS

LEAVE ME OUT OF
HERE!

EIGHT PLAYS
ABOUT CAGES, TRAPS, AND PRISONS

March 12-16 @ 7:30
Odess Theatre
FOR MATURE AUDIENCES ONLY
BIRDIE  by Asha L. Holden
Directed by Mel Christian
   BIRDIE ... Danecia Farmer
   GRANNY ...
   J.T. ... Lee Murphy

SCHRÖDINGER'S CAT  by James York
Directed by Jack Cannon
   CAT ... Kat Burcham
   OBSERVER ... Scottye Moore

IN THE SILENCE  by Tiffiany Ellis
Directed by Lee Shackleford
   PENELLOPE ... Ashley Cowley
   RICHARD ... Tripp Larsen

ELEVATOR MUSIC  by Amanda Gayle Oliver
Directed by Amanda Murrah
   JUNE ...Rebecca Harper
   DECEMBER ... Catie Cole
   GIRL ... Xandria Lawrence

INTERMISSION: fifteen minutes

FLUSHED  by Gregory Lallone
Directed by Mel Christian
   DAVE ... Calvin Nielsen
   JOE ...Tripp Larsen
   JIMMY ...Josh Vintson
   RYAN ...Scottye Moore
   COP ...Danecia Farmer

I'LL BE TAKING CARE OF YOU  by Kirsten Casella
Directed by Bradley Foster
   NANCY ...Rebecca Harper
   CARIDDEE ...Alesia Williams
   CHRIS ... Jonielle Osborne
   PEYTON ... Jessica Chriesman
   ALINA ...Leisa Thomas

OUR SPECIAL GETAWAY  by Jonielle Osborne
Directed by Lakaysha Green
Eleanor Brown, Assistant Director
   SABRINA ... Catie Cole
   TIFFANY ...Xandria Lawrence
   MEGAN ... Stephanie Turpin

FEED ME  by Daniel Martin
Directed by Lee Shackleford
   KEVIN ... Josh Vintson
   BEAR... Lee Murphy

APQ = Member of
Psi Beta Cast, Alpha Psi Omega
National Theatre Honorary